Doors that slide and stop as softly as a whisper.
Close softly: the new Hawa soft closing system for furniture doors weighing up to 70 kg.

The sound of silence: there is at last a soft closing system that stops doors with incomparable softness and silence – without any rattling or impact noise. The principle behind this progressive soft closing system: a mechanical gas-pressure system, optimally tuned to door weight and speed, gently decelerates doors weighing up to 70kg, pulls them into place and holds them there.

For virtually any furniture design – from scratch or retrofitted.
There is hardly a piece of furniture that would have to do without the benefits of this revolutionary new soft closing system. It is not only suitable for every possible design variation (Vorfront, Mixfront and Infront), but can also be retrofitted to older sliding door cabinets with no trouble at all. Even the majority of third-party products are compatible with the development from the house of Hawa. And because each component is simply screwed into place, fitting the system is nearly as easy and convenient as stopping and closing the door.

Not only for the sake of your ears.
The new soft closing system from Hawa is a treat for the ears. And a feast for the eyes, too, thanks to the dull chromium-plated cover cap. But it does more than spare both eye and ear: as the system absorbs the energy from each sliding movement, it significantly reduces the impact on the installation, benefiting the lifespan of the entire system and even that of the cabinet. This is why the new Hawa soft closing system should be included in the specifications for any installation subject to heavy use, for instance in schools.
The soft closing system makes these four hardware systems even more attractive.

HAWA-Dorado 40/IF-40/MF

Easy-to-fit, robust hardware for sliding cabinet doors weighing up to 40 kg. Whether Mixfront or Infront: benefits such as a well thought-out design, excellent running properties or a sophisticated suspension system that render fitting and removing doors child’s play make the HAWA-Dorado the perfect solution for efficient sliding door cabinets.

HAWA-208 Infront 40/70

Tried and tested hardware for sliding doors of up to 40 or 70 kg running inside the cabinet. Its convincing performance is mainly due to a combination of a high load-bearing capacity and low installation height coupled with discreet and efficient patch-fit floor guides for the doors. The system is recommendable for every application with a low installation height wanting to benefit from Hawa quality.
HAWA-210 Vorfront 50/70

High-quality hardware for sliding doors running in front of the cabinet body. And the perfect choice for discerning demands on quality. HAWA-210 Vorfront 50/70 moves doors weighing up to 50 kg easily and noiselessly thanks to plastic-coated ball-bearing wheels. And simply adding a centre trolley will enable the system to handle 70 kg doors. A first-class solution for elegant interior design.

Technical specifications
1-wheeled trolley
Maximum sliding door weight: 50 kg (70 kg)
For door thicknesses of 19, 22, 25 and 28 mm
Stepless height adjustment
Upper track stops with adjustable retention force
Guide channel stops as stop units

HAWA-209 Mixfront 40/70

Robust hardware for sliding doors weighing up to 40 or 70 kg and running inside the top and in front at the bottom of cabinets. The system is ideal for wide sliding doors as it guides them on two points through a bottom channel. A low installation height is another advantage of this classic Hawa design. It is the combination of all these benefits that make the HAWA-209 Mixfront 40/70 the ideal solution for a multitude of efficient applications in public and residential buildings.

Technical specifications
2-wheeled trolley: for sliding doors weighing up to 40 kg
4-wheeled trolley: for sliding doors weighing up to 70 kg
For door thicknesses of 19, 22, 25 and 30 mm
Simple height adjustment
Track stops with adjustable retention force
Impeccable:
Visually appealing solution, both with and without a cover cap.

Trouble-free:
Even retrofitting the soft closing system is a piece of cake.

Noiseless:
An end to rattling and impact noise.

Smooth mover:
Even heavy doors stop and close softly.
Have we fired your imagination?
Do you want to know more?
We will be pleased to furnish you with
detailed information on a sophisti-
cated product for softening any kind of
impact – except the one it will have
on your environment.